(1923)
IF I CAN TAKE YOU FROM SOMEBODY ELSE

verso:
ISLAND NIGHTS

Note: These are two separate arrangements. Any advertising pertaining to a set will appear after the final composition.
IF I CAN’T TAKE YOU FROM SOMEBODY ELSE

Piano
Flute
Oboe
Bassoon
1st Clarinet in B-flat
C Melody Saxophone
B-flat Tenor Saxophone
1st Trumpet in B-flat
Horns in F
Trombone
1st Violin
2nd Violin
Cello
Bass
Drums
If I Can Take You From Somebody Else
(Somebody Could Take You From Me)
FOX TROT
By JACK MAHONEY
Orch. by W.C. Polla
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By JACK MAHONEY
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2nd Violin

If I Can Take You From Somebody Else
(Somebody Could Take You From Me)
FOX TROT

Drums

By JACK MAHONEY
Orch by W.C. Polla
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Piano
Flute
Oboe
Bassoon
1st Clarinet in B-flat
C Melody Saxophone
B-flat Tenor Saxophone
B-Flat Trumpets
Horns in F
Trombone
1st Violin
2nd Violin
Cello
Bass
Drums, Bells, Tom Tom
ISLAND NIGHTS

Piano
Orchestrated by
Herman A. Hummel

INTRO.

By GUS KONDAS,
JACK SULLIVAN &
HERMAN A. HUMMEL

VAMP

VOICE
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B♭ Clarinet
Orchestrated by
Herman A. Hummel

INTRO.

By GUS KONDAS,
JACK SULLIVAN &
HERMAN A. HUMMEL

VOICE 8va ad lib.

CHO. Moderato

ISLAND NIGHTS

By GUS KONDAS,
JACK SULLIVAN &
HERMAN A. HUMMEL

INTRO.

VAMP

VOICE

CHO. Moderato
Melody

Obbligato

ISLAND NIGHTS

Bb Trumpets
Orchestrated by
Herman A. Hummel

INTRO.

VOICE

CHO. Moderato

a tempo

poco rit.

Horns in F
Orchestrated by
Herman A. Hummel

INTRO.

By GUS KONDAS,
JACK SULLIVAN &
HERMAN A. HUMMEL

CHO. Moderato

ISLAND NIGHTS

Trombone

Orchestrated by

Herman A. Hummel

By GUS KONDAS,

JACK SULLIVAN &

HERMAN A. HUMMEL

INTRO.

\[ \text{NOTE: Staff lines represent musical notes.}\]

\[ \text{VAMP: Abbreviation for 'vamp,' a musical term denoting a repeated phrase.}\]

\[ \text{VOICE: Indicates the singing part.}\]

\[ \text{mf: Mezzo-forte, a dynamic marking indicating moderate loudness.}\]

\[ \text{poco rit.: Slowly diminishing in tempo.}\]

\[ \text{a tempo: Return to normal speed.}\]

1st Violin

ISLAND NIGHTS

Orchestrated by
Herman A. Hummel

By GUS KONDAS,
JACK SULLIVAN &
HERMAN A. HUMMEL

INTRO.

VAMP

VOICE

poco rit.

Moderato

Obbligato

In sosta

ad lib.

Melody

lights,

Beck-on from that land far a-way.

Where the night time

is just like day.

Moon keeps peep-in', Shadows creep-in'. Life begins when I start sleep-in'.

a tempo

Nights,

Oh, is-land nights,

Filled with love's de-

lights, I'd love to dream my wor-ries a-way And

stay in is-land nights.
ISLAND NIGHTS

2nd Violin
Orchestrated by Herman A. Hummel

INTRO.

VAMP

VOICE

CHO. Moderato

p-f

poco rit

a tempo

By GUS KONDAS,
JACK SULLIVAN & HERMAN A. HUMMEL

ISLAND NIGHTS

Bass

By GUS KONDAS,
JACK SULLIVAN &
HERMAN A. HUMMEL

INTRO.

v

VAMP

VOICE

poco rit.

CHO. Moderato

p - f

poco rit. a tempo

Drums. Bells, **ISLAND NIGHTS**  
Tom Tom  
Orchestrated by Herman A. Hummel

**INTRO.**

**VAMP**

**VOICE**

**CHO. Moderato**

**Bells**

In Tom Tom or S.D. those is - land nights,  
Glow -

Drs.

ing trop - ic lights,
Beckon from that land far a - way, Where the night time

poco rit.

is just like day, Moon keeps peep - in Shadows creep - in

Nights:

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																															
to

Oh is - land nights,

Filled with love's de - lights,

I'd love to dream my wor - ries a - way And

stay in is - land nights.

poco rit.